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TOBACCO IN THE DOMESTIC REPUBLIC

I NTRODUCT I ON

In the United States little is known concerning tobacco culture in Hispaniola,

the second largest and richest island in the West Indies, although it is one of the

island's major crops. As an addition to the general information concerning our neigh-

bors, it would seem desirable to present the chief features of the growing, curing,

and utilization of tobacco in the Dominican Republic, which includes about two-thirds

of the area of Hispaniola. It may be said that Haiti, the sister Republic which
constitutes the other third, has given little attention to tobacco as a major crop,

depending largely upon Dominican tobacco products. A particularly relevant fact, re-

garding the status of tobacco culture in Hispaniola, is that it was here the Europeans

made their first contacts with the Arawak Indians, who were growing the plant and re-

galing themselves with its use as a smoking pleasure when Columbus discovered the

is la nd

.

Christopher Columbus, one of the most adventuresome and fearless of travelers,

was the first European to introduce the novel and colorful western world to the drab

old world of Europe. How he sailed westward over the brink of the unknown horizon on

August 3, 14-92, to discover the wealth of the East, as he thought, is a most fascina-

ting story. He landed first on a little island in the Bahamas, presumably that which

is now known as Wat lings Island; thence he sailed into the shore waters of Cuba, and,

finally, swinging around eastward, became acquainted with the beautiful island then

called Haiti in the native Arawak tongue. Columbus gave this the Spanish name of Es-

pahola.

He was a most aggressive colonizer, as well as discoverer, and it was he who

planted the first European colonies in Hispaniola, as the island is now called. Co-

lumbus built a tiny fort to protect his first colony in the New World on Haitian soil,

near the point now known as Cape Haitien, calling this La Navidad. On his second

visit to the new world in 1493, he found that this colony had been wiped out by the

Indians. Undaunted, he established a new settlement on the north coast near the pres-

ent city of Puerto Plata, which he called Isabella. When Columbus again visited this

settlement on his third voyage, he learned that his brother Bartholemew, whom he had

left in charge, had taken most of these colonists to a point on the south coast. Here

he had established a new and more thriving colony. On this site through the centuries

has grown up the present beautiful city of Ciudad Trujillo, which, after many vicis-

situdes and catastrophies , is now the capital city of the Dominican Republic. At the

mouth of the Ozama River, then, the first permanent European settlement in the New

World was born, as a result of the genius and energy of the great man Columbus. It

was in Hispaniola that Columbus not only made but finally lost his reputation as an

intrepid colonizer, for he died a broken and disillusioned man, notwithstanding the

knowledge and glory which his indomitable energy and courage had given to the old Spain

in the heyday of his spectacular discoveries. It is fitting perhaps that his remains

at last found. a resting place in Ciudad Trujillo, the site of the first permanent

European colony established in the New World, a direct result of his bold adventures

of discovery and colonization.

GEOGRAPHIC POSITION OF THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Two independent republics now occupy the island of Hispaniola, the French-speak-

ing Negro Republic of Haiti in the western third and the Spanish-speaking Dominican
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Republic occupying the eastern two-thirds. Haiti, it may be said, was the first Latift

American country in the New World to proclaim its independence, a political event

which occurred January 1, 1804, when it separated itself from the control of France.

The island of Hispaniola is unique in many respects. It is one of the largest

islands in the West Indies, second in size only to Cuba. It lies between Cuba and

Puerto Rico, being separated from these islands onlybynarrow straits. Naturally, it

has a tropical climate, since it is situated between the latitudes 19° 5 8' and 17 36'

40" north, and between t he meridians 68° 20' and 74° 3 0' west longitude. Its topography

is exceedingly rough, being crumpled and dissected by huge and imposing mountain chains.

The highest peaks of all the West Indian islands occur in the Dominican Republic, one,

Monte Tina, reaching an impos ing height of between 10,000 and 1 1,000 feet. PicoTruji-

llo (Pico del Yacque) is nearly, if not actually, as high. The general easterly-west-

erly trends of the great and lofty ranges with broad, intervening valleys, some of

them beautiful and well-watered, have given this romantic Caribbean island an excep-

tional wealth of land forms, climatic regimes, and unsurpassed scenic beauty.

Geographically situated inthe Tropics, it is always more or less refreshed by the

moist, cooling trade winds. It has amost favored land area, climatically very enjoy-

able for humans, and especially favorable for the culture of most of the tropical crops

upon which humanity depends. Tobacco is one of these. It is not a food crop, to be

sure, but it is one which man has always found somehow habitually soothing to his

emotional well-being. Furthermore, in our modern agriculture its nicotine alkaloids

have proved highly useful in the suppression of various troublesome insects.

The climate of the island is extremely uniform in some respects. There is little

variation in temperature throughout the year so that when recordings are plotted at

any station they show only slight deviations from a straight line. In fact here, as

in many other tropical islands, nature has established a remarkable temperature -con-

trol system. It may be said that tropical c limates are characterized by great uniform-

ity of temperature rather than by high extremes. At Santiago, the center of tobacco

culture, based upon observation during 1 93 1 -42 , t he annual mean temperature was 26.6°C.
(near 80.° F.), the maximum being 30.4° C. (near 87° F.), and the minimum 22 .

9° C.

(73° F.). At Jarabacoa, at an altitude of 1 ,500 or 1 , 600 feet, the annual mean temper-
ature for the period was 21.4° C. (70° to 71° F. ), the maximum being 26.3° C. (79° to
80° F.) and the minimum, 16° C. (near 61° F.). At Constanza, with an altitude of

1,100 meters (3, 608 ft.), the annual mean temperature has dropped to 17.7° C. (64°F.).
It is doubtful if tobacco is grown to any extent at much higher altitudes in the
Dominican Republic.

At the time of the Spanish discovery a friendly, agriculturally minded group of

Ind ians, called the Arawaks, inhabited Hispaniola. Savage, warlike Caribs, too, were *

present in the Caribbean area, but these inhabited the smaller islands of the Lesser
Antilles. AM were considered "Indians," because supposedly in those days theypeopled
India and the Indies. It was the Arawaks, as mentioned earlier, who first introduced
tobacco to Columbus and his colonists, and this was the first acquaintance o f the
European white man with this alluring, sometimes even enslaving, narcotic plant.
Columbus and his men must have been interested to observe that the Indians on His-
paniola drew the smoke, not through pipes as we know them, but through a hollow,
bifurcated snuffing tube of bone by inserting a branch of this into each nostril.

Much cultural study has been devoted to pottery and other handicrafts that these
primitive Indians left. Comparative studies of such material have afforded a useful
approach to, and often te 11 an interest ing story of, the origin, migration, and develop-
ment of primitive peoples, for the tribes of earth have never for long been unimagina-
tively static and quiescent.
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Strangely enough, bowl pipes of stone or pottery have never been discovered in

Hispaniola, although such artifacts were used throughout the eastern sections of the

United States from Florida northward. This and other facts have been considered

strong evidence that the material culture of the Arawak Indians of Hispaniola had its

origin in South America. This is of considerable significance, for it helps to ex-

plain the introduction and occurrence of the species of tobacco Nicotiana tabacun L.

in the West Indies and other islands of this group just below the Florida mainland.

If tobacco was grown by the Indians in Hispaniola, as undoubtedly it was, then

it was the species Nicotiana tabacun, and not N. rustica. The latter species was

North American in its origin and culture. As an indigenous wild plant, it is better

adapted to the higher, drier conditions of the Mexican highlands and other similar

areas to the north in North America. It is doubtful if this species was ever a wild

native plant in the more humid and forested region east of the Great Plains. It is

also doubtful if the so-called Orinoco tobacco, N. tabacun, was grown by any North

American Indians north of Mexico before the white man came to America.

An interesting feature of the Lesser Antilles is that they form a chain of

stepping stones from the Orinoco region of northern South America northward to the

Greater Antilles. Favorable outgoing ocean currents and winds, which prevail here,

would prove additionally helpful to such venturesome canoe -traveling Indians, versed

in ocean travel, as were the Arawaks. Naturally they would carry with them their

cassava, their tobacco, and other products and cultural ideas from these original

South American centers. That Nicotiana rustica, as we 11 as several other species, was

confined to North America, whereas the species N. tabacun was confined mainly to South

and Central America and the West Indies at the time of Columbus, is also indicated by

another fact. When tobacco was first planted in the Jamestown Colony of 1 607, the

species N. rustica alone was grown, and this would have been quite naturally obtained

by the English from the agricultural-minded Indians of that region. Another sig-

nificant fact is that the Jamestown colonists soon discarded this inferior species

for the larger and finer Orinoco-type which the Spanish conquistadores had long before

become acquainted with in South and Central America and the West Indies.

Strains and varieties of Nicotiana tabacun only are grown in Hispaniola today,

as at the time of the discovery by Columbus. These include many types of plants in

the more isolated districts of the island, some of which without much doubt are

descendants of the original stock possessed by the former Indian inhabitants.

GROWING REGIONS

Tobacco has long ranked high as a valuable export crop in the Dominican Republic.

Sugar holds first place, followed by coffee and cacao in second or third place, and

tobacco is fourth. Of the total cultivated area of the country, 14 percent was de-

voted to sugarcane in 1 940; 11 to cacao in 1 939-40; 10 to 11 to corn in 1940; and

about 8 percent to rice. Tobacco occupied about 1.5 percent in 1939, or about 10,000

hectares (24,700 acres). This area is small in comparison with that devoted to sugar

in 1940 - about 97,100 hectares (239,839 acres); cacao, about 75 , 600 hectares (182,732

acres); coffee, about 66,985 hectares (165,542 acres); corn, about 73,693 hectares

(1 82, 021 acres); and rice, about 52,170 hectares (128,859 acres).

While tobacco occurs in scattered conucos (small plots often cut out of the

forest) throughout most of the country, the main tobacco region is located in the

beautiful Cibao Valley between the great mountain ranges of the Cordillera Central
and the Cordillera Septentrional. As a matter of fact, about 82 percent of the to-
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bacco area is located in five Provinces - Santiago, Puerto Plata, La Vega, Espaillat,

and Benefactor. More than 60 percent of the total production is grown in Santiago

and Puerto Plata alone (fig. 1). The coastal areas, for various reasons, are not

adapted to tobacco, an important factor being the presence, in the air and ocean

spray, of sodium chloride, which is detrimental to the burn of the product.

The tobacco region centers around Santiago in the drier Cibao Valley and extends

to La Vega and Bonao. Some of the finest cigar-wrapper tobacco is said to be pro-

duced around Bonao, although the annual rainfall is much heavier there and may exceed

100 inches in some years. Possibly the fact that the heavier rainfall is accompanied

by more cloudiness or natural shade during that period of the day when the sun and

heat are most intense is a factor in producing a thinner, better quality of leaf in

the Bonao area.

The average rainfall for the drier Santiago region in the Cibao Valley, where

tobacco is a major crop, is rather low, around 32 or 33 inches. Two peaks occur, the

heavier rainfall coming usually in May, with another pronounced fall in November.

In the western portion of the Cibao Valley, toward Monte Cristi, the climate becomes

noticeably drier. This is indicated by the scrubby, thorny, xerophytic character of

the vegetation, such as acacias, agaves, and cacti which thrive there. The Olor-

producing district is found chiefly in this drier section of the valley. The soils

here are very dark in color as if considerable humus were present.

The best season for tobacco is considered to extend from December to March, the

period of lowest rainfall, coolest temperature, least humidity, and shortest days.

Quite probably each of these factors has its particular influence in the climatic
control and together they account for the outturn of a better cigar type of tobacco,
both during the growing stage and during the process of curing. It is well understood
that tobacco grown in the Republic during the frequent heavy showers, heat, high
humidity, and longer days of the rainy season is inferior in both texture and quality.

Most of the tobacco is produced in an altitude of about 160 meters (around 5 00
ft.), which is about average in the chief tobacco district of the Cibao Valley. How-
ever, some tobacco is grown around Jarabacoa in La Vega Province at elevations of 470
to 5 00 meters (about 1 , 5 00 or 1 , 600 f t . ) . It is doubtful if good cigar tobacco could
be grown at a much higher altitude the.re, owing tc heavier rainfall, cloudiness, and
the cool temperatures which prevail in the higher mountain region of the country.

The best tobacco soils are found in the Cibao Valley, where a dark, very fine,
light loamy soil occurs. Some of these soils are almost free from evident grittiness,
indicating absence of very fine sand particles. This test is easily made by grinding
a pinch lightly between the teeth. Such soils, of lateritic origin, remain loose
and workable even almost immediate ly after rains cease.

Although chemical fertilizers are not generally used by tobacco growers in the
Dominican Republic, the almost universal practice of growing field beans as a sub-
sistence crop in the rotation before tobacco has great merit. This crop not only adds
humus to the soil but is a means of replenishing the nitrogen supply which would be
sorely needed if the culture of tobacco were continuous. It is not unusual to see
growers setting out tobacco plants in the bean rows (fig. 2) before the beans have
completely matured, more especially when the maturity of the bean crop has been de-
layed. Corn is also extensively grown in the rotation system followed.

Tobacco is also interplanted wit h yuca, and in the Jarabacoa Valley a field was
seen with interplantings of taro. In this particular field, several rows of tobaccowere alternated with single rows of taro, and this arrangement was repeated through-
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FIGURE 2.- A field of tobacco at Pledra Blanca with 1 n t e r pla n t In g of beans,

a common practice in the Dominican Republic . Bananas In the background.

out. Such inte r plant ings of tobacco with other crops, whatever the arrangement, can-

not help being more or less detrimental to both.

In the Dominican Republic, agriculture is almost entirely in the hands of very

small farmers, and the same is true of tobacco culture. Although wealthy individuals

have extensive landholdings , there are no great industrially organized plantations

of tobacco. The crop is grown practically everywhere on small, more or less isolated

conucos or cleared plots, or in fields comprising only a few acres, even in the

intensely cultivated Cibao Valley where the tobacco is of major importance. On the

larger landholdings, the crop is grown on a share basis by individual families.

TYPES

All the tobacco at present grown in the Republic is of a cigar type, and the
Dominicans use the best grades of wrapper and filler in the manufacture of their
domestic cigars. Dominican tobacco is also used extensively in two other domestic
products, cigarettes and andullos. The andullo, a very dense roll tobacco used chief-
ly for cigarettes and pipe smoking, will be more fully discussed later.
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Two major groups of tobacco are recognized in the Dominican Republic, one known

as "Olor" and the other as "Criollo." The first -me nt ioned includes the choicest to-

bacco varieties, and the leaf is reserved almost entirely for domestic utilization in

the manufacture of cigars and cigarettes. The "Criollo" type, the native or indig-

enous tobacco, includes the less desirable sorts. It is grown for export and is made

into cheap cigarettes and plug tobacco for pipe smoking. This grade of tobacco is

mostly exported toEuropean countries, part icularly Spa in, France
,
Germany, and others.

Some people b e licve that these two major groups of tobacco must be grown on

particular soil types for the best results. The Olor, especially, is said to produce

best leaf on well-drained sandy loams with porous, gravelly subsoils. The Criollo

is considered to be less fastidious and therefore adapted to loamy clays as well.

Some tobacco specialists in the Dominican Republic are somewhat skeptical of the

claims of a varietal preference for a particular soil. It is probably quite true,

however, that the thinnest wrappers and best cigar leaf are produced on the lighter,

well-enriched soils, as in the United States. However, since the Criollo tobacco is

not intended for high-quality products, the grower would not be likely torelateit to

any particular soil; his goal would be maximum yield alone, since it means cash to him.

There are several well-known varieties in the Olor group, designated as Quin

Diaz, Sumatra, and Cubanito. This group is said to be characterized by small veins,

with the lateral veins perpendicular to the midrib, and also by thinness of leaf and

high aroma. Quin Diaz has large, pointed leaves, longer than broad (fig. 3)} the Su-

matra and Cubanito, which are similar to it, have relatively smaller, rounder leaves.

The three chief varieties of Criollo tobacco are Amarillo parado, Amarillo plan-

chado, and Jagua. These are characterized by leaves of thicker, coarser character,
with more prominent lateral veins that meet the midrib at sharp angles, in comparison
with the Olor types. Amarillo parado is highly appreciated, because it is resistant
to disease and returns high yields. Amarillo planchado is also much appreciated, for

under the best conditions it produces a good grade of cigar wrapper used in the man-
ufacture of domestic cigars. Jagua is a very coarse tobacco, best adapted for the
production of the native andullo product.

In addition to the more
:

des irable types generally cultivated by the best grow-
ers, forms designated as Lengua de Vaca (Cow's Tongue) and Rabo de Mulo (Mule's Tail)
are also grown in some fields. Lengua de Vaca, so-called, probably represents a

descendent form of the original "Tongue" tobacco, which was described as early as

1667, because it was a form with a relatively very narrow leaf like the tongue of an
ox. These are the more undesirable types which have persisted from the earliest times
in the genetics of this ancient tabacum stock in Hispaniola.

SEEDBEDS

The poorer peons usually make a small conuco or clearing in the forest and grow
their plants in primitive seedbeds, often on more or less sloping grounds. This, how-
ever, is not a recommended practice in the Dominican Republic and is being discouraged.

The better growers, as in all tobacco-growing countries, give much attention to
the proper preparation of the tobacco seedbed. In tropical countries subject to
frequent showers that resemble cloudbursts at times the need for this is readily
understood. Records show that 6 to 6% inches of rain have fallen in 1% hours, and
not infrequently the seedbeds suffer great damage from such heavy rains. A generally
recognized fact is that new land is best for seedbeds, but this is not always prac-
ticable to secure. Soils with better tilth and mellowness, favoring water absorption



FlOURE 3.- Large plants of the Criollo group are known
variety. These are giant plants in comparison with
bacco and were formerly much grown and may still he

tricts. The leaves are used for cigar wrappers.

and root development; with freedom from weeds and injurious tobacco diseases; and

with more nutritive conditions are found on new land. A location for the beds that

has protection from wind is likewise essential. When from necessity old land is used,

the best soil and location available are chosen. The land is thoroughly worked over

to reduce lumps and is cultivated periodically, if need be, to maintain good tilth

and aeration up to the time of sowing. The preparation of the soil of the beds and

fields devoted to tobacco usually takes place in August. The major sowing of the

seedbeds is done during the first 15 days of October, in order to secure suitable

plants for transplanting into the field in November and December when showers are

more frequent* (See figs. 4 and 5.)

The most convenient size for the seedbeds (c^nteros) is considered to be about

1 meter (3.2 ft.) wide and of any required length. A bed 1 meter wide and 12 meters

(39.3 ft.) long will, according estimates, furnish a sufficient number of plants for

10 tareas (1.5 acres) 1
of tobacco. To meet the necessity of replants in poor stands,

which frequently occurs, it is recommended that 4 beds (canteros) 12 meters in length
be made for a planting of 30 tareas (4.6 acres) of tobacco. It is further recommended
that the edge of the beds be made with a slight ridge to prevent washing away of the
seeds by heavy rains. The beds are usually built up leaving a drainage trench, 8 to

l
"

1 tarea is equal to 0.1B8 acre and 1 acre equals 8.47 tareas.

as the "Quin Diaz"
normal Criollo to-
grown in some dls-
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10 inches deep, to separate them. These form a system of communicating trenches to

carry away the water of excessively heavy rains, leading to a main trench which drains

the water from the area to prevent flooding. Usually fertilizers, which as yet are

very sparsely used in Dominican agriculture, are not applied to the soil of the seed-

beds. An excessive amount of humus in the seedbed is considered an unfavorable con-

dition, since it encourages a vigorous fungus flora, some forms of which are destruc-

t ive

.

METHODS OF SEEDING AND SUBSEQUENT CARE OF THE BED

The ideal spacing of young tobacco plants in the seedbed is considered to be 1

plant per square inch of space. Ofcing to the fineness of tobacco seed, this evenness

of sowing can be only approximated, and even then not until the seed is mixed in

given proportions with ashes, or some other fine, dry, pulverized material, to give a

larger bulk for more even distribution. The proportion recommended for heavy, se-

lected seed is 1 spoonful of seed to 20 spoonfuls of ashes; if the seed is light and

of low grade, this ratio is reduced to 1 spoonful of seed to 12 spoonfuls of ashes.

The mixture of seed and ashes is sown thinly and evenly, preferably in the evening

when there is no wind. The beds are then given a good wetting, using a watering can

FIGURE 4-.- Tobacco seedbeds on new ground In La Vega Valley,

seedlings growing here were about ready to transplant.

f

About 250, 000
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FlGORE 5.- Government tobacco seedbeds near Bonao prepared and sowed. These
beds are very carefully Bade with trenches between them to carry off excess
water, since rains are oftenveryheavy. The Government plantsagreat num-
ber of seedbeds for free distribution of tobacco plants. Several acres of
seedbeds were grown here, enough to grow 10 million plants •

with very fine holes held not too far from the soil. This sprinkling is very care-

fully done in order to prevent local accumulations of water and subsequent floating

of the fine seed into shallow pockets, which would result in clumping of the germi-

nating plants. (See fig. 6.)

Immediately after watering, leaves of palm, or of other material, are laid over

the soil of the beds. This covering is removed each evening and again replaced in

the morning after the beds have been watered. The removal and replacement of the

covering, as we 11 as watering morning and evening each day, are continued until germi-

nation takes place. After germination the covering is elevated on a framework of

sticks (fig. 7) to a height of 2 or 3 feet, to allow free circulation of air and more

light for the tiny delicate plants. Cheese cloth, such as that used in the United

States, when obtainable, is recommended as ideal for this purpose. Two daily waterings

are given until the plants are 1 inch tall; then only one watering suffices. If a

period of drought is experienced, two waterings are continued until the time of trans-

planting is at hand.

When the plantlets are about 1 inch in height, all shading cover is removed to

give them the full, needed sunlight. This cover is usually removed very gradually,

however; it is replaced an hour later on each succeeding morning until the shade of

the evening hours has been reached. By this time tht plants have hardened sufficient-

ly to withstand full sunlight.

The seedbeds are carefully weeded at all times, and a close watch is kept for
the presence of disease and insects. Chief among the troublesome diseases is one
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kn<wn as "salcocho, " which appears in damp, hot periods
, especially where the plants*

are in clumps resulting from uneven sowing in the beds. When this trouble appears,
the affected group of plants, the leaves of which are characterized by whitish areas,
are completely removed and burned, and the areas where they grew is treated with

quicklime-. Watering is withheld, and dusting of the entire bed with bordeaux is rec-

ommended. Another disease is a black rot of the stem of the seedlings, usually ap-

pearing when they are too crowded. Affected groups of plants are removed, as in the

case of "salcocho" disease, and given the same lime treatment.

Various insects, some of which may be very destructive, attackthe tiny seedlings

in the seedbeds. A number of these are identical with, or closely related to, species

occurring in the United States, including "ias pulgas del tabaco" (flea beetles),

which include at least two species.

The larvae or caterpillars of several moths are also destructive, one being the

"Gusano de tierra," cut worm (Feltia annexa Treit,),and "Gusano de Tela," a web

caterpillar. The dusting over the plants of a mixture of one part of lead arsenate

with three parts of meal or flour is recommended, and watering should be omitted the

following day. This dusting is repeated 4 days later and thereafter as many times as

may be necessary to control these pests.

FlOURE 6.- A good 8tand of young tobacco plants In seedbeds on a flnca in La

Vega Valley la early January 1946. These will soon be ready fortrans-

plant ing »
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TRANSPLANTING

Fertilizers are not in general use in the Dominican Republic owing to the cost

of them. Furthermore, the small growers do not have the cash to buy them. However,

it is well recognized that the soils are often in need of fertilization, and the use

of fertilizers will become more urgent as time goes on. It is nevertheless knownthat

the best quality of cigar tobacco and the finest wrappers are grown on the most fertile

soils. Generous applications of manure are considered ideal as a fertilizer, but as

stables and barns are unknown in the country, such material is out of the question,

and chemical fertilizers must be used.

Up to the present, there has been little scientific study of the various soils

and their needs for the different crops. Basing conclusions on the experience of

growers in other countries with similar conditions, a fertilizer formula (4-8-8) is

recommended. This has given excellent results on all classes of soils where tobacco

is grown in the Dominican Republic, application being made at the rate of 100 pounds

per tarea (0.155 acre), or 647 pounds per acre. This application adds about 26 pounds

of nitrogen, 52 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 52 pounds of potash to the soil per

acre. This fertilization not only greatly improves the quality of the wrappers but

has increased the yield 15 percent, or more. Recommendation is made that two equal

FlOURE 7.- Framework covered with leaves of royal palm to afford shade
to the young tobacco seedlings Just after germination. This frame is
about 3 feet high and 3 feet wide. Palm leaf is laid direotly on the
soil when the seed is sown. These seedbeds were on the finca of Due-
no Ramon Ortaga in La Vega Valley.
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applications be made, the first consisting of 40 to 5 pounds per tarea, 4-. to 6 days

before transplanting. This should be distributed in the furrow, where the plants are

to be set. If the furrow method is not followed, holes are dug with a hoe where the

plants will be placed, and 1 tablespoonf ul of fertilizer is applied and mixed with

the soil in each hole. After the tobacco has been transplanted, perhaps 20 days later,

the remainder of the fertilizer is placed around the plants and mixed with the soil.

When ready to set, the plants are 4 to 6 inches tall. The most favorable time

to transplant these is during rainy periods, when there is more or less cloudiness and

high humidity. The plants are carefully pulled, preferably when the soil is wet to

prevent injury to the roots as much as possible. They are carried to the field in

trays made from yagua, the leaf base of the royal palm, and shaded from the sun if

need be. They are then distributed along the furrows or rows at regular distances

where they are to be set. The laborer then digs a hole with one hand, places the

plant in this and presses the earth firmly about the root, taking care that this* is

not folded or doubled. If the tap root is too long, it is shortened with a knife.

In irrigated fields of the drier regions, as around Santiago, the soil is trenched,

and water is added the day before setting the plants, and again after transplanting.

As soon as the little tobacco plants are in the condition called plateando,

that is, having recovered turgidity in the flush of growth, which takes place about

1 month after transplanting, the soil is drawn up around the base of the plant. Thus,

it stands on a ridge with sloping sides to facilitate better drainage during heavy

showers, with the drainage furrow midway between the rows of plants.

When transplanting is done by the furrow system, whichever way the rows run, the

plants are placed on a particular side of the furrow. If these run north and south,

the plant is placed on the east side or slope; if they run east and west, on the south

side. In this system, when the plants have become well established, or are starting

to grow vigorously (commonly spoken of as plateando in local parlance), as shown by

elongation of the stem, the soil is drawn from the" middle to the plants so that they

now occupy a ridge, with the furrows midway between the ridges. Such field practice

is followed only in the drier regions where more or less irrigation is necessary, as

around Santiago. It is not requisite around Bonao with its heavy rainfall.

Spacing in the rows and the distance between the rows vary with the type of to-

bacco grown. Plants of the finer Olor tobacco, grown for high-quality wrappers, are

spaced 12 inches in the rows, with the rows 36 inches apart. The Criollo tobacco for

export is spaced 18 to 20 inches in the rows, with the rows 40 inches apart.

A week after transplanting, the fields should be looked over and all replants

set in order to secure a uniform crop.

CULT I VAT ION

The procedure of cultivation depends upon whether the tobacco is grown under

normal weather conditions or under irrigation. Under normal field conditions, the

soil is kept stirred around the plants, but care is taken to avoid disturbing or

injuring the roots. The soil is drawn up around the stems leaving a furrow between

the rows to carry off the water of excessive rains.

Under irrigated conditions, when growth has begun and a stem is developing, the

process of hilling the plants follows. The original furrows upon the sides of which

the plants were placed are covered so that the furrow now becomes centrally located

midway between the rows of plants. Irrigation through the furrows, which is by the

inundation method, must be used in moderation and only when the soil is dry. A well-

known fact is that excessive water impairs the good qualities of the tobacco, giving
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a product poor in elasticity and aroma, and also increases the danger of rotting in

the curing sheds (ranchos). The fields are kept free from weeds at all times.

DISBUDDING AND SUCKERING

If a product of high quality is desired, disbudding or 'removal of the terminal

flower bud before the floral button appears is a very important operation. The num-

ber of leaves left after removal of the terminal portion of the stem depends upon the

weather and growing conditions as influenced by the moisture and fertility of the

soil.

If the tobacco was set reasonably early and conditions have promoted good growth,

disbudding should take place higher on the plant when a light, well-developed leaf is

desired, and 14 to 20 leaves should be allowed to remain. For late plantings and dry

conditions, low disbudding is best, and 12 to 14 leaves are left as a rule. In dis-

budding operations, the fingernails are used to snap off the bud, an operation which

must be carefully done in order to prevent injury to the leaves below.

Removal of the top of the plant naturally stimulates increased growth vigor in

other remaining portions of the plant so that axillary suckers soon appear. To secure

the highest quality of leaf, it is essential to remove these secondary branches when

they are 1 or 2 inches in length, and they should be removed quickly and at the same

stage of growth to secure uniformity in growth and quality of leaf. All basa 1 branches

or suckers, called mamones by the Dominican growers, are also removed. Oddly enough

some gravers of tobacco in the Dominican Republic usually leave two "hijos" or suckers

to develop at the top of the plant, which they call "bayonetas" (bayonets). These
are encouraged in order to increase the number of leaves and gross yield. While it

is true that some increase in yield may accrue, lowered quality is the direct result.

The Government experimentalists condemn this practice, es pecially where the best Olor

leaf is desired.

HARVESTING AND CURING

In the Dominican Republic, tobacco leaves are picked separately, first from the
lower part of the plant, and progressively upward as they mature. These are placed
as soon as possible in small heaps in the field and then are carefully carried to the
drying sheds in "petacas" or baskets. When the leaf from the middle of the plant is

folded and the veins readily crack across without bending, the tobacco is regarded as
mature. Naturally the lowermost and older leaves mature first. It is considered bad
practice to leave the harvested leaves long in the sun, since they may heat and become

discolored, thus detracting from their quality and value. (See fig. 8.)

Since all the domestic Olor tobacco is grown for cigars and cigarettes, the
growers must be familiar with four types of leaf, and these are separated as picked,
so far as possible. These types are: (1) Wrappers or FF, comprising the thinnest and
most perfect leaves; (2) the binder or F, including leaves not quite so good; (3) the
filler or A grade, comprising leaves of good quality but not suitable for wrappers or

binders; and (4) small leaves used for cut tobacco, for pipe smoking, etc. In the
fourth class two grades are recognized; one, the SS, .the best leaves of which are in

the wrapper class, and HS (hojas sueltas), which are not tied in hands (manillas) but
remain loose and unc lass if ied . The HS leaves are the ground or sand leaves of American

classification and include the lowermost, small, poorly developed, yellowed, or least
desirable leaves of the plant.
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This classification and separation into the various grades of leaf should be made,

if possible, by the grower, who should harvest fir'st the lowermost leaves, grading

them as filler or A. The next harvest should include those of the middle of the

plant, where the best wrappers or FF are found, and these should therefore be care-

fully handled, in order to avoid breakage or damage. They should be carried to the
drying shed or rancho fastened in hampers or baskets so that they will not be injured
while carried on the shoulder. The last to be harvested, or the top leaves (coronas),
generally called capate or F (binders), should be kept separate.

As soon as the leaves arrive at the rancho or curing shed (fig. 9), they are
strung in a series, using narrow strips from the highest, newest leaf of the palm
(cogollos de cana) or fibers of the sisal or agave (cabuya), two or three leaves
being tied in each loop of the string (anilla). Here strict vigilance is observed to
keep all the leaves of the

same type in each string or

"sarta." A string of high-

grade wrappers will include

no defective leaves or

those of some inferior
grade. Proper sorting of

the leaves as they are

strung makes the final
classification much easier

for the buyer in the ware-

house (al anmanillar).

The tobacco is dried

or cured in open ranches or

sheds, which are very read-

» ily and skillfully erected.

Home -made material is used

throughout, and the sheds

are thatched with native

grass or palm leaves (fig.

10). No nails are used in

their construction, all the

supports being strongly
bound together with bejuco

(native pliable, woody vine

stems). Most people rec-

ognize that the best curing

sheds should be of closed

construction, but, owing to

the many difficulties in-

volved, the grower finds it

more convenient and prac- j^t*!

tical to depend upon the

partially closed structure

in general use throughout

the t obacco districts of the

Dominican Republic.

FIGURE 8.- Tobacco, from which two pickings of leaves
have been harvested. A third picking of the top
leaves will be made, and then the stalk will be cut

to 10 or 12 inches from the ground and allowed to
grow two basal suckers, which will furnish two more
pic kings .
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If the grower cures his own tobacco, he provides a curing shed of sufficient

space to care for his crop. In general practice it is calculated that one tarea of

tobacco will require at least 11 square varas of curing space (a square vara is equal

to an area of 7.5 sq. ft.). A field of 20 tareas then would require 20 times th'is

area, or a rancho 20 varas long and 11 varas wide, which is about 1,651 square feet

of space. Since the prevailing winds are usually easterly, these ranches are orien-

tated east to west to secure maximum ventilation. The ventilation is regulated by

removable enclosures of cana or yaguas (royal-palm leaves).

In hanging the sarta (string) of tobacco on the stick, it is not drawn taut but

is rather loosely suspended at the ends to a hamraocklike position, and the strings are

separated by at least 8 inches. The best leaf is hung in the center of the drying

shed, and the greener tobacco is placed in the upper portion. (See figs. 11 and 12.)

Throughout the process of curing, the tobacco is carefully watched, especially

during humid periods, to avoid pole sweat, which is very destructive. When this

trouble appears, ventilation is increased, the strings of tobacco a re given more space,

and those most affected are discarded. Slightly affected leaves are also removed.

Oily by these operations is it possible to prevent the rapid spread of this trouble.

In times of extreme humidity, it sometimes becomes nece3sary to make hollows in the

floor, filling these with charcoal which is burned to produce heat and further drying.
Wood is not used, because it gives off smoke which is deterimental to the aroma of the
tobacco, and charcoal, the universal fuel of the country, is always at hand.

Under normal conditions, after a period of 10 to 12 days the leaves begin to
assume a yellow color in spots, which enlarge until the leaves finally become a uni-
formly reddish brown, a color that is characteristic of a properly cured product.
This condition is usually completed in 20 to 25 days.

FlODRE 9.- Ranoho or curing shed near Bonao, thatched with pain leaves,
royal palms In background.
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FlOURE 10. - Rancho near La Vega for curing cigar tobacco. It is thatched with

cana or hat-palm leaves. No nails are used in the construction of these

sheds, the supports being held together by bejuco (native vine).

When a uniform maroon color has developed in all the leaves, showing that the

curing process is complete, the tobacco is ready to be removed for fermentation. This

is done in the morning while the tobacco is in condition or soft.

FERMENTAT I ON

After curing is completed, the tobacco is baled and wrapped in yaguas (expanded

base of the palm leaf), or in dry plantain leaves, and is ready to undergo fermentation

in the grower's rancho or in the warehouse . The tobacco is now humidified or moistened,

according to its condition, to bring about the proper fermentation. The amount of

moistening depends upon the condition of the leaf. If it is light and chaffy, much

less moisture is allowed in order that slow fermentation may take place. If the to-

bacco is heavy, sufficient moisture should be added to maintain a more active fermen-

tation. Fermentation takes place in rectangular cases, 1.2 to 2 meters wide and 1.5

to 2 meters high. The tobacco is packed in these in layers, with the leaf stems

placed at the periphery of the case. Each case is provided with a thermometer, which

is considered an indispensable part of the equipment for proper temperature control.

This is placed within a wooden tube and is located near the middle, about two-thirds

of the distance from the bottom of the pack.
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FIGURE 11.- View of a length of green tobacco leaves or sarta ready to be hung
In the rancho. Each manllla (bundle) consists of 2 or 3 leaves, If small,
and 3 or 4, If large, held in place by double strands of split andtwlsted
leaves of the royal palm. These strands are called hebras de pa lma • The
length of the entire string is 2s times the distance of the outstretched
arms of a person measured from finger tip to finger tip. The tobacco shown
is "Criollo" called Jagua, and will be used for Andullo making.

After these arrangements the case is well covered with old "serones" (woven sacks

for carrying fruit, vegetables, etc.)> dry plantain leaves, or pieces of jute fabric.

In a few days, if there is a rise in temperature, this should be noted each day

on a chart. If the temperature rises 1° to 2° Centigrade each 24 hours, the fermen-

tation process is normal, but a sudden rise of 4° to 8° daily indicates an abnormal

condition, resulting from excessive moisture and heating in the pack. In this in-

stance the pack must be opened, aerated, and again properly packed so that the leaves

in the former packs which were near the top will now be near the bottom, and those

which were near the bottom will be near the top.

If the tobacco is light or chaffy, the temperature of the pack should not exceed

50° C. (122° F.). If the leaf is heavy, the temperature may reach SS° to 60° C.

(131° to 140° F.) without harm. The packs should net be allowed to exceed these

maxima. If necessary, the packs should be opened and turned, exchanging the position

of upper and lower layers as indicated above in the repack. Following this procedure

the temperature will not rise so high, and when it has reached 34° to 37° C. (93.2°

to 98.6° F.) fermentation is completed. The tobacco is ready to be assorted and

baled for shipment.
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SORTING AND PACKING

The grower sells his tobacco in various ways. The buyer may look over his grow-

ing crop and paysomuch per tarea, perhaps $25 a tarea for it. This saves the grower

the trouble of erecting sheds to cure it.

The Olor tobacco for domestic use in cigars and cigarettes is sold by the grower

in "serones," or hand-woven baskets of certain dimensions made of strips of palm

leaves (guano), since suitable cloth of cotton or jute is practically unobtainable.

The tobacco as taken from the curing sheds is packed in these while still on the

strings which were used to hang it on the sticks. The grower is concerned only with

the classification as it was made during the harvest. However, he may reclassify his

tobacco, if he prefers, when he packs it in the serones, removing inferior leaves,

etc., and this new classification can be done without loss to him.

The export tobacco is more rigorously classified and packed in cloth-covered

bales or in palm leaves. Since the grower does not have the necessary equipment, it

is usually done by the buyers in the warehouses. If, however, the grower can deliver

his tobacco properly graded and classified in hands, it commands a higher price.

After fermentation the tobacco is at once classified and arranged in bundles of

15 or 20 leaves with the stems together. These bundles are now bound at the base

Figure 12. - Laborer holding a sarta of green tobacco rolled up ready to hang

In the rancho. Other sartas appear In the background.
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with one of the leaves. Thi9 procedure of tying the tobacco into bundles may also be

done before fermentation, but never until the tobacco is soft or in condition. If

the tobacco has been previously classified correctly into the various grades, it is a

simpler matter to arrange it in bundles and to classify these correctly.

In making these bundles the following characteristics determining the grades are

noted:

(a) FF (wrappers). Leaves not less than 12 inches in length, healthy,

of good texture and of uniform color, with not more than 5 percent

damage

.

(b) F (binders). Leaves not less than 8 to 12 inches long, healthy, of

good texture and of uniform color, with not more than J percent damage.

(c) A (filler). All the remaining leaves of the plant, together with

those discarded from the two previous groups which lacked uniformity

of color and showed more than 5 percent damage, but including none

less than 8 inches long.

(d) Plug and smoking. All small leaves, generally those of the suckers,

and others les9 than 8 inches in length.

(e) Loose, unclassified leaves. All the leaves and leaf fragments not

included in the bundles, but free from trash, soil, etc.

After the tobacco has been thus graded and tied into bundles, it is arranged in

the appropriate classes, and packed in serones or bales which are marked with the

proper class and given a uniform weight of J kilos (110 pounds). (Seefigs.13 and 14.)

DISEASES AND INSECTS

In the Dominican Republic, as elsewhere in the world where tobacco is grown, the

plant is always subject to various diseases and insect pest9. In addition to those

diseases which affect the seedbeds, there are other troubles which may appear in the

field. Nematodes are troublesome, as in the warmer southern districts of the United

States, and root rot is said to occur under some conditions.

Some form of root rot is recognized as being more or less prevalent in the to-

bacco fields of the Dominican Republic, but whether this is identical with the black

root rot of tobacco that occurs in the United States, caused by Ihie laviops is basicola

(Berk, and Br.) Ferr., is not known. In the Dominican Republic it is usually associ-

ated especially with excessive wetness of the soil, commonly appearing in fields where

stagnant water accumulates! in other words, "drowning" of the plants often takes place

in the beginning. Plants becoming afflicted under these conditions are considered a

potential danger in the spread of the disease to healthy areas and are therefore
destroyed. This behavior does not agree with the prevalence of true dark rot of to-

bacco, as observed in the United States, where it is favored by low seasonal soil

temperatures especially, and where the amount of water in the soil does not material-

ly affect the occurrence and extent of the disease, except as it causes lowered
temperatures. Obviously much work needs to be done in the Dominican Republic before

a great deal can be said regarding the diseases of tobacco in this country, or in

identifying them with any particular disease occurring in the United States. The so-

called root rot is one of them.

The mosaic disease typically is characterized by changes in the normal green
coloration of the leaves, resulting in more or less irregular mottling, accompanied
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by blistering, curling, and distortion of the leaves. It is said that in some in-
stances these may become almost blanched or white. This trouble has been attributed
to various causes, including a virus which gains an entrance into the plants. The
opinion seems to prevail that there is no remedy, except to rogue out and destroy
the plants as soon as they appear to be affected.

In the Dominican Republic there appears to be no clear concept as to the infec-

tiousness of mosaic disease, and the opinion sometimes prevails that it is even caused

by magnesium deficiency. This would indicate that this distinctive disease, long

known by American growers to be highly infectious, is not a clearly differentiated

entity in the Dominican Republic. Probably magnesium deficiency and perhaps other

element deficiencies occur here, which has led to confusion with the true mosaic

disease. Authorities associated with the Dominican Department of Agriculture regard

the mosaic disease, as understood in the United States, to be very obscurely recog-

nized, to say the least.

The blue -mold disease, caused by Peronospora tobacun Adam; the very dangerous

black-shank disease, caused by Phytophthora parasitica Dast. var. nicotianae (Breda de

Haan) Tucker; and the Granville wilt, caused by Psevdononas s olanacearun E. F. Sm. - all

of which occur in the United States - are not definitely known or recognized as such

in the Dominican Republic.

At the present time a vast amount of careful study needs to be done before the

various parasites, tobacco diseases, and nutritional troubles inthe Dominican Republic

can be recognized and corrected. Such studies should begin with the seedbeds and ex-

tend to the crop in the field.

Various insects attack the tobacco in the field from the time it is transplanted

until it is harvested, and they may cause great damage or diminish the value of the

crop. A number of these are either identical with species causing damage in the

United States or are closely related forms or races.

The cut worms, called Gusano de tierra or gusano cortador, attack only the re-

cently transplanted tobacco. There is probably more than one species in this group,

but the common one is Feltia annexa Treit.

Generally, when there are isolated attacks, the worm can be found during the day,

superficially concealed in the soil near the foot of the plant which has been at-

tacked. When there are several outbreaks, a mixture of arsenate of lead and flour is

scattered around each plant. The plant at the time of transplanting may also be dip-

ped in a solution of lead arsenate, taking care that only the top is immersed. For
this purpose it is recommended that 5 pounds of lead arsenate in 5 gallons of water

be used.

The most destructive insect in the fields of tobacco is the gusano verde, which

is known as the hornworm in the United States. It is the caterpillar of a big night-

flying, narrow -winged moth, mostly dark brownish gray to blackish in color. The
wing expansion may vary from about 75 to 125 mm. (3 to 5 inches).

A common species in the Dominican Republic appears to be Protoparce sexta janai-

censis Butler, which occurs throughout the West Indies. This is a race closely
related to Protoparce sexta (Johan.), occurring in the United States and ranging from
Canada to Honduras; thence, westward to the Pacific.

In the Dominican Republic this hornworm is considered a pest of major importance.
At times it has caused total loss of the crop, within a few hours when unchecked.
The hordes of caterpillars, which sometimes appear as a result of the enormous numbers

of eggs deposited on the tobacco leaves, are voracious feeders at all stages of their life
history. In the United States there is some indication that the hornworm is
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Figure 13.- view of lero'o
of green tobacco to be
seron oontains about 7

hand* of the laborer.

(hamper or basket of palm
transported to the rancho
sartas of green leaves r

leaf) packed with sartas
by horse or burro. Eaoh
oiled up as shown In the

also particularly partial to the cigar types; and, since these are the only types of

tobacco grown in the Dominican Republic, this may explain in part its destructive

habits here.

Various means are used to combat this pest, one of which is to attract the big

moths to lights in the early hours of the night, when they are most active, and to

kill them by striking them down with branches. When one recognizes that every female

may lay from a few hundred to many hundreds of eggs and that these, too, give birth to

additional feeders in 4 to 5 days, obviously every moth destroyed is an important step

in preventing a rapid build-up of a destructive army of these pests. In addition to

this means of prevention, the tobacco plantations are carefully inspected each day by

peons who are trained to locate and destroy the eggs, which are usually scattered

over the undersurfaces of the leaves of the plants. During this operation a watch is

kept for all earlier larval stages of the insect to destroy these also.

This pest is by far the most common and destructive tobacco insect in the fields

of the Dominican Republic. This species, or a more northern race, in the United

States is est iraated t o cause over $25,500,000 of damage to the tobacco crop. Investi-

gations of this pest here have usually shown S larval stages, with an enormous in-

crease in the amount of leaf consumed with each succeeding stage. The second -stage

larvae consume about twice as much leaf on the average as the first. The third -stage
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larvae consume an average of 6 to 7 times as much as the first-stage larvae* the
fourth, about 32 times; and the fifth or last stage, 376 times as much as for the

first stage. It is thus seen how increasingly destructive the larvae become with
every stage. A single larva may destroy as much as 5 00 square inches of leaf or more

during its existence.

Flea beetles (Pulgas del tabaco) are also very troublesome, especially on young

plants in the seedbeds during dry periods, and may greatly depreciate the value of

the leaf by their numerous punctures. When the tobacco must be set out during
rather dry periods, one treatment recommended is to dip the tops of the plants

in a solution of lead arsenate, being careful that it does not cover the roots. Two

common flea beetles are known to attack tobacco in the Dominican Republic; one, the

tobacco flea beetle, Spitrix parvula (F.), and the other, the potato flea beetle,

Epitrix cucumeris (Harr.).

Several other caterpillars or lepidopteran larvae attack tobacco here, one known

as pega-pega, and a leaf miner. The first is a small, very active, dull-green cater-

pillar, running about quickly when touched. It folds the leaf in a characteristic

manner, fastening the sides together with a fine silken web, which it spins. While

it is not a major pest, it can do considerable damage when allowed to attack the

leaves day after day. This insect does not perforate the leaf but cuts away the leaf

IGURE 14-.- Serones of green tobacco being carried on horseback from the fie Id to

the rancho. There are 2 serones on each side of the horse.
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tissue to the opposite epidermis. InCuba it is also called volador rosquilla, entre-

tela, and entelador, in allusion to its habits. It is easily killed by pressing be-

tween the fingers.

A second caterpillar which mines the leaves, keeping its tunnels between the two

surfaces, is known as minador de la hoja. In Cuba it is known as candelilla and

forro de catre. It is the larval stage of the potato tuber worm (Gnorinoschena

opercule lla (Zell.), and usually attacks the lowermost leaves of the plant. There is

no specific remedial treatment. It is easily seen beneath the thin translucent tis-

sues of the leaf, which it has made in its leaf -mining activities, and the field

laborers merely crush it between the fingers when they find it.

EXPORTATION OF TOBACCO

The best tobacco of the Olor class in the Dominican Republic is reserved chiefly

for local consumption in the manufacture of cigars, cigarettes, and andullos. While

small quantities of cigars have been exported to Europe, most exports of the manu-

factured tobacco produced has gone to other West Indian countries. Statistics for

the 10-year period 1931-4-0 have shown a steady decline in the production of these

products. In 1 929, 500, 000 cigars were manufactured, with a value of $33 , 83 8} in

194-2, production had fallen to 1 8,300 with a value of $356. In 1929, 33 , 83 8, 000

cigarettes were manufactured, valued at $56,583. In 1942, 12,318,000 cigarettes were

made having a value of $20,75 0.

The export type of tobacco is known as Criollo, and is sold as raw or leaf to-

bacco, mostly to European countries. In the 10-year period 1 931 -40 France was the

leading buyer of Dominican tobacco, taking nearly 33 percent of the total amount

exported from the Dominican Republic. The Netherlands was second, taking about 25

percent; Germany took almost 18 percent; Belgium, 7; French Africa, nearly 7; Spain,

5} and other countries, 5.

The great economic crisis of 1929 had already stimulated the European consuming

countries to raise their own tobacco as far as possible. Following the outbreak of

World War II, a steady decrease in the exportation of tobacco to these European coun-

tries naturally followed. These conditions combined led to a very serious decline in

exports of tobacco leaf from the Dominican Republic.

Andullos, which constitute an important tobacco product in the Dominican Repub-

lic, are exported only to neighboring West Indian Islands, including Haiti and the

Dutch West Indies. In 1933, 132,480 kilos (291,456 lbs.) of andullos were exported,
but in 1942 this total had dropped to 95 kilos (209 lbs.). Andullo production is a

native process in which long rolls of half -cured leaf are compressed for many months
by rope wound very tightly around them. 2 The system of making these andullo rolls is

ingenious and primitive and requires from 6 to 8 months of compression and rewind-
ing of the rope used to compress the roll. When completed the roll may be 5 or 6

feet long, weigh 25 to 3 pounds, and sell for 5 cents a pound. The tobacco in such
a roll has been so strongly compressed in its own juices that it becomes an extremely
heavy, black, dense roll with all trace of form of the many individual leaves lost.
It is used for cigarettes and pipe smoking by the country people. Certain districts
are famed for the high quality of their andullo product, an art with them which has

been practiced since the earliest days of the discovery.

Allard, Harry A. and Howard F. andullo and perique - Dominican and louisianan to-
bacco. Agr . in the Americas 7 : 123-127, illus.
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Much interest is shown in the fact that our Perique tobacco in the United States,

processed only in a small parish in Louisiana by the Acadians, is but the result of a

more modernized method of condensing tobacco by extreme pressure. Here, however, the

rope-winding method has been abandoned, and formerly the tobacco packed in small boxes

was subjected to pressure by the use of long, weighted levers. At the present time

this, too, has become absolete, and powerful, more convenient screw jacks are used.

Since the great tobacco district of the Dominican Republic is situated in the

northern part of the country, the chief port for the exportation of tobacco is Puerto

Plata, where 83 percent of the leaf is exported as compared with 10 percent at Ciudad

Trujillo, and 5 at Monte Crist i.

IMPROVEMENT OF DOMINICAN TOBACCO
Methods of growing and handling the tobacco crop, from its culture in the field

to its final processing in the manufacture of cigars and cigarettes, are susceptible

of great improvement. In the Dominican Republic, however, under present economic and

cultural conditions, the growers are probably doing as well as can be expected.

Primitive methods of growing the crop are often followed by the untutored growers.

Improved methods of cultivation, however, are being instituted by Government agencies.

Modern concepts and practices in fertilization of the fields, insect and disease

control, and seed selection are practically unknown to the poorer grower. Tobacco is

a cash crop to him and ordinarily the more leaf he can grow on his small plots the

greater are his returns. Aroma, burn, and other refinements of quality are secondary

cons ide rat ions in his experience. Furthermore, under present conditions and stand-

ards of living, he cannot afford to spray seedbeds, use commercial fertilizer intel-

ligently in beneficial amounts, or build more elaborate curing sheds.

According to official figures, the average yield of tobacco in the 16 districts

and Provinces of the country is around 10.27 metric quintals per hectare (about 915

lbs. per acre). In the Santiago region, where most of the tobacco is grown, the average

yield is given as about 10.34 metric quintals per hectare, almost identically the

same as the average yield for the country as a whole. The highest average yield per

hectare has been given as 31 metric quintals, in Barahona Province, which is equiva-

lent to a yield of about 2,767 pounds per acre.

The Government is now giving considerable attention to the production of to-

bacco and has issued special leaflets for the growers, outlining briefly the proper

cultural steps from the making of seedbeds to the growing and final harvesting of the

crop. The Government agronomists well realize that great improvement in the quality

of tobacco will accrue from more improved methods of growing and handling the crop.

Some of the finest quality of cigar-wrapper tobacco produced in the Dominican

Republic is said to be grown at Bonao, in a region often experiencing high rainfall

during the winter months. It is here that the Government during the winter of 194-5-46

was growing in its own beds great numbers of seedling plants for free distribution to

the farmers. These beds were seen in December 1945, when the plants, sown early in

December, were very tiny. It was estimated that the 12 tareas (nearly 2 acres) of

seedbeds examined there would produce about 10 million plants, or enough to plant

10,0,00 tareas (1 ,562. 5acres) . The seedlings were being grown in unsterilized beds,

but, as a matter of fact, soil sterilization is not in general use anywhere in the

Republic. Hot water is resorted to, however, where ants and disease have become too

troublesome in old beds. Some of the beds were too densely sown, and damping off of

the plants was evident. In some of the drier beds examined, the tiny plants had been

heavily attacked by flea beetles. However, on the whole, the beds were in excellent

condition.
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In January 194-6 several days were spent in the fields of young tobacco around

Santiago in the Cibao Valley. At this time most of the plants were very small.

Transplanting of replants was in progress during rainy periods, for severe drought

had delayed the planting of tobacco several weeks, and rains continued to be irregu-

lar in occurrence.

Many of the growers in the valley do not bother to top or sucker their tobacco,

and this appears to be a somewhat general practice. From 22 to 24 salable leaves are

harvested from such untopped plants. Even when topping is practiced, the grower often

prefers to leave two suckers at the top of the plant for additional leaves. Theseare

called bayonetas (bayonets). The Government agronomist authorities recommend that

this practice be discontinued, for it is realized that these are detrimental to the

best quality of leaf, although the grower may increase his total yield somewhat with

inferior leaves.

Volunteer plants had frequently been left in the field. Some of these plants

were decidedly off-type for Olor tobacco, indicating a heterozygous condition of the

seed. These volunteer plants were almost fully grown, whereas the plants of the reg-

ular crop were still very small. Some of the lower sand leaves of these had already

been picked and strung, and were hanging in the shed to dry almost in contact with

the soil. Such careless practices cannot but greatly lower the quality of the leaf.

Little attention, generally, is paid to actual selection of the best types of

tobacco, and plants are allowed to flower freely, to cross, and scatter their seed

about as volunteers. It would be a simple matter to save seed from a few of the best

plants, even without bagging the flowerheads, making sure to prevent flowering of all

undesirable plants around by topping until a crop of pods has set upon the best

selected plants.

Tobacco is sometimes interplanted with yuca, taro, and other crops, but the to-

bacco grown under these conditions cannot be expected to reach a high standard of

quality.

It is emphasized that most of the tobacco grown in the Dominican Republic has a

poor burn. While not too much is known concerning the reasons for good and poor burn

in tobacco, even in the United States where intensive studies have been made, probably

the burn could be improved. Whether or not there is an excess of chlorides in the

soil or a lack of potash in the form of sulfate, responsible in part for the poor

burn in the Dominican Republic, is not known.

Aside from the benefits gained by beans in the rotation, soil fertilization is

not followed. Even the richest soils deteriorate if long and continuously planted,

and the tobacco soils will not be an exception. Tobacco is a strong feeder, and

liberal amounts of available nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash, and magnesium in the

proper form, together with the necessary minor elements, would undoubtedly prove

highly beneficial to cigar tobacco grown in the Dominican Republic. As the economic

resources of the country develop, more attention will undoubtedly be given to better

methods of production, not only for tobacco but for many other crops.

At the present time one cannot expect that the smaller grower will be in position

to adopt more expensive methods of culture and improvement. He is interested in

yield alone and, in many instances, is growing his crop at the least possible expense

under nearly the original Indian conditions of culture in the wilderness.

While most of the tobacco is grown on the more level valley floors, where water

erosion is not so likely to occur, some of it is grown in the hill sections, where

soil erosion becomes a real problem on the steep slopes. Persons unacquainted with

tropical conditions and torrential rains, and knowing only temperate conditions where

the plow is standard equipment, think the country is backward because deep plowing
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is not a more general practice. Deep plowing on such slopes would soon bring ruina-

tion to many areas. Empirically the native cultivator has adopted the best system

of agriculture in many respects - a system comparable to the stubble-mulch method

of preparing the soil, making it shallow so that the surface layers are kept mulched

with more or less trash and litter. Even in the United States, stubble -mulch prepa-

ration in the wheat-growing areas of Nebraska has been found a most valuable means of

preventing soil erosion. The use of the ubiquitous machete which leaves the crops of

weeds on the soil accomplishes the same end} the weeds are killed, left as a mulch,

and the soil is little disturbed.

Many areas in the Dominican Republic have a dry climate with almost any extreme*

While these areas would not be adapted to c igar--wrapper types of tobacco, possibly

the Turkish types might be suitable for them.

Since Hispaniola is in the same climatic zone as Cuba, where the world famous

Vuelta Abajo tobacco district is found, one wonders if any section of the tobacco

region in the Republic could produce a product equal to Vuelta Abajo. Most Dominican

authorities think this is not probable. As a matter of fact, even in Cuba there are no

other areas quite so famous for the particular qualities of cigar tobacco for which

the Vuelta Abajo district is noted.

While it is true that there is great need of improvement in all phases of to-

bacco culture in the Dominican Republic, agronomists of the Department of Agriculture

of the country well realize that the small grower cannot well carry out such improve-

ment. Moreover, at the present time, it is patent to them that the Government itself

must lead in any serious program of improvement in tobacco culture.




